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Inclusion complex of α-MGS/β-CD in a water solvation system
To explore the preferential orientation of α-MGS inside the β-CD cavity, two conformations of inclusion complexes in water (complexes I and II in Figure S1 ) were generated and subjected to MD simulation for 20 ns. For inclusion complex I, the A ring of α-MGS was placed close to the narrow rim of β-CD (O 6 region). On the other hand, the α-MGS in complex II was oriented in the opposite direction.
System stability
The RMSDs of the α-MGS and β-CD, relative to their initial coordinates, were monitored along the 20 ns of MD simulation and are shown in Figure S1 (a,b). During the first 15 ns, the α-MGS in complex I was positioned closer to the starting structure (0.79 ± 0.31 Å)
than that of complex II (1.2 3± 0.28 Ȧ). Meanwhile, the RMSD of β-CD in both complexes was steady at ≈1.3 Å. Since two systems apparently reached their equilibration states after 15 ns, the trajectories from the last 5 ns were extracted for structural and binding energy analysis. 
Displacement of α-mangostin
From the displacement analysis in Figure S1 (c-d) , the α-MGS in complex I fluctuated inside the -CD cavity while its inclusion in complex II is more stable with only slight oscillation. The α-MGS in complex II is also located deeper in the cavity and more towards the narrow rim of -CD, as seen by the displacements of the A-and C-rings (approximately at 0.9 and −4.7 Å, respectively). 
Binding energy analysis
MM-PBSA binding free energies of the α-MGS/-CD complexes I and II are presented in Table S1 . It can be seen that the binding affinities of the two forms are likely comparable (ΔGbind of ≈9 kcal/mol). 
Solvation accessibility

Solvation accessibility in pure water or ethanol
The RDF plots of the oxygen atoms of α-MGS complexed with β-CD in pure water, and ethanol, are presented in Figure S2 . 
Solvation accessibility in co-solvent
